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Abstract: There is increased deployment of portable IP-enabled devices and group content distribution
applications on Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). This surge is facilitated by its relative low cost
of installation and as such is an attractive option in environments lacking existing communication
infrastructure and/or in times of natural emergencies. The WMNs is equally capable of providing high
bandwidth “multihop” access to the web. The capability of the WMNs can be enhanced by reinforcing
the system with multicasting and mobility features. However, there are challenges of seamless
integration when such existing multicasting and mobility features of MANET and fixed networks are
migrated to the WMNs domain. Thus, a wide range of efforts have been directed at finding solutions
to these challenges in order to increase the widespread deployment of the WMNs based
communication infrastructure. This paper provides an exploratory review of reported studies in the
sphere of multicast routing, mobility management and their integration in WMNs. It also highlights
emerging issues in WMNs performance that deserves research attention or focus particularly in the
area of integrated mobile multicasting. This is done with a view to producing a one volume
comprehensive account of incorporating multicasting with mobility support deployable via Wireless
Mesh Networks. In addition, this work is aimed at propelling research directions in the area of
integrated mobile multicasting on Wireless Mesh Networks.

Key words: Multicasting, mobile multicasting; multicast routing; mobility management; Wireless
Mesh Networks.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) provide cost effective, self-configuring and self-healing architecture for
mobile Internet connectivity (Figure 1) (Wang, 2009) and can serve as appropriate network infrastructure in
environment that lacks existing infrastructure or where it would be costly to deploy wired infrastructure or even
at times, during natural emergencies. The attraction in these systems is reinforced by the prevalence of portable
IP-enabled mobile phones, PDAs and laptops which have facilitated increased access to real- time web-based
group applications such as e- learning, disaster recovery operation, mobile IPTV, financial stock updating and
general videoconferencing. WMNs deployment comes in two basic forms: the planned and unplanned. The
planned is typified by the basic general public Internet access while rescue operation during natural
emergencies represents the second form. However, practitioners in this field are tasked by the need to
determine and implement suitable network architecture between the mesh nodes and the Internet. They must
equally provide address auto-configurability technology, Media Access Control (MAC), routing path selection
protocols and dynamic channel selection schemes. Other challenges include the development and
implementation of Internet Gateway (IGW) selection algorithm in a multiple gateway scenario as well as
appropriate gateway discovery techniques (Tam, 2007). 

In a multicast communication, the combination of the three multicast entities in either fixed or mobile
scenario can be viewed as (23-1) permutations out of which only two conforms to the issues raised in this
paper. In the two scenarios, the network or router is fixed while the source is mobile. In either case, the
receiver may or may not be mobile. 

These two scenarios correspond to different design considerations. In cases where the hosts are mobile,
it is pertinent to incorporate mobility support in the architecture since mobility was not originally a design
consideration in multicasting. 
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Fig. 1: A typical architecture of a WMN. With kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media:
Guide to Wireless Mesh Networks, Chapter 1: Journey from Mobile Ad Hoc Networks to Wireless
Mesh Networks, Copyright (2009), page 3, Wang, J., Xie, B. and Agrawal D.P., figure 1.2.

Even mobility support in unicast protocol is challenging, and the consideration of WMNs as the access
network makes the problem more challenging since no standard exist for multicast support in WMNs
(Pourfakhar, 2010). The integration of multicasting and mobility management with WMNs is crucial in
deploying multimedia group applications as multicasting has the capability to manage scarce radio resources
(Deering, 1989). Furthermore, network traffic are reduced and this coupled with mobility support will enable
mobile mesh clients to continue with an on-going multicast session or to initiate a new session while in motion
without experiencing connectivity disruption. Numerous existing literatures in this area treated these three issues
in isolation while only a few addressed mobile multicasting service in Wireless Mesh Networks. It may be
necessary to investigate how these three variables integrate to affect delivery of service to clients. 

Therefore, this paper provides an exploratory review of existing researches in the area of the integration
of multicasting and mobility management with WMNs. The review also highlights emerging issues in
multicasting, mobility management and wireless mesh networks that deserve research attention. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the issues and achievements recorded in this area, while
section III presents the discussions of the related research works cited. And lastly, section IV concludes the
paper. 

Related Works:
A. Gateway Placement and Selection Algorithms:

WMNs architecture consists of fixed backbone routers and mobile wireless mesh clients. An important task
in WMNs deployment is for selection of some routers out of the fixed backbone routers to serve as the bridge
for wired Internet access. These routers with Internet connectivity functionality are referred to as Internet Gate
Way routers (IGWs). The gateways require systematic selection or placement because they are major
determinant of issues like handover delays and overall network throughput (Lei, 2008; Wu, 2009; Tolentino,
2009). The option of incremental addition of more gateways inclusion in WMNs architecture may improve the
throughput of the system by decreasing the hops in the relay of packets to IGWs. However, the implication
of introducing more interference (Zhou, 2010) and deployment cost (Wu, 2010) is high. Some existing research
works based the positioning of gateway and their assignment on the nearest gateway (Amir, 2006). However,
these assignment procedures may not adapt to varying loads along with application-specific requirements.
Furthermore, different topologies are obtained when placement strategies changes, thus, optimal placement is
crucial (Xu, 2010). 

(Wu, 2009) addressed the gateway placement optimization. The work modeled the gateway problem as
a linear program with multiple objectives to minimize the number of gateways, the average mesh router versus
gateway hop count and the variance on the load carried by the gateway. Then the authors proposed two-stage
heuristic algorithm for the purpose of addressing load balancing criteria in gateway placement. However, the
operation of the load balancing scheme presented may cause some mesh routers in the backbone to be attached
to a far away gateway, thereby increasing the hop count between them. Additionally, this work did not address
the gateway placement problem with a view to locating the mobility anchor in the WMNs architecture. Also
the work did not address multicasting. 
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(Bortinokov, 2007) were interested in the handover management problem in mobile mesh networks by
designing a dynamic assignment scheme for mesh clients and IGWs. The gateway assignment problem was
considered as a traffic engineering problem that optimizes the network capacity and QoS; and they proposed
QMesh to handle the dynamic gateway assignment. QMesh made use of adaptive Mobility anchor Points
(MAPs) to achieve scalability without modifying the underlying routing infrastructure. The proposed assignment
algorithm provided decision points for cases of alternatives for migration especially by taking as input the
applications’ QoS and gateways probing (multiple gateway cases). The per-user decision method obtained was
evaluated via simulation on flow-level MeshSim based on scalability for packet loss ratio and average handoff
frequency. However, QMesh did not address multicasting scenarios and it inherits game-theoretic problem of
stabilizing in an equilibrium point that may not be optimal.

(Zhou, 2010) proposed algorithm that considered factors like number of mesh routers, mesh clients,
gateway and the traffic demand for the gateway placement in WMNs with the aim of maximizing throughput,
however the work did not handle multicasting in WMNs. The work identified four different patterns of
communications and dealt with each analytically. The throughput obtained also consisted of the four scenarios:
local, backbone, downlink and uplink communications. Figure 2 shows the aggregate throughput versus the
number of gateways while varying the channel capacity of the mesh routers. It was observed that higher power
transmitting mesh routers can reinforce fewer numbers of gateways for improved throughput (Zhou, 2010).

Fig. 2: Aggregate throughput versus number of gateways for varying channel capacity of mesh routers. (Zhou,
2010).

B. Multicasting in Multi-radio and Multi-Channel WMNs:
In the case of Multi-Radio Multi-Channel (MR-MC) WMNs, interference handling is the core issue to

avoid degrading the network capacity and throughput improvement thus obtained (Liu, 2008) examined the
challenges and solutions for multichannel WMNs and specified scheduling, channel allocation and routing as
topical  issues. The routing problem could be solved by determining the nodes that should be on the routing
path and the channel to be employed on each link along that path. In this case, channel assignment is a
fundamental design consideration in determining the network topology and the corresponding routing algorithm.
Other design criteria include routing metric (this is necessary even in single channel cases), load distribution
among channels and cross layer design since mesh access points are link layer devices.

In (Zeng, 2010), the focus was on throughput improvement for multicasting in multi-channel and multi-
interface WMNs by employing two procedures to address the design issues identified. The authors proposed
an effective multicast structure - Multichannel Multicast (MCM) and Level Channel Assignment (LCA) for
channel allocation purposes. The two proposals were evaluated based on throughput and delay parameters
through simulation on NS 2. The efficient multicast tree in MCM was designed with a view to minimizing
the number of relay nodes and the hop count. In addition, the algorithm employed dedicated LCA channel
assignment approach and partial overlapping channels (as against orthogonal ones) which reduces interference
and have positive effect on the network capacity. Another advantage of this algorithm is the possibility of
neighbours transmitting simultaneously. However, increasing the number of channels to a certain point may
cause flow contention. 
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The authors set a network size of 30 nodes and five receivers for the simulation implementation and found
that increasing the number of channels from 7 through 14 resulted in insignificant improvement in the
throughput. However, MCM algorithm proves to be sub-optimal in multicast tree construction and faced with
the challenge of hidden channel problem. Furthermore, the authors did not address mobility concerns which
may raise some performance issues in the efficient multicast algorithm design for mobile mesh clients.

C. Multicasting in Single Channel WMNs:
(Rong, 2008) addressed the issue of QoS multicast routing in WMNs from the viewpoint of traffic

engineering to achieve effective resource utilization and optimal solution. Generally, load balancing schemes
are characterized by bandwidth fragmentation. Thus a new network graph preprocessing scheme was employed
to enhance the QoS multicast routing algorithm. This algorithm formed the basis of achieving optimal solution
for multicast tree with lowest QoS cost for the constrained Steiner Tree problem. The foundation for this
network graph preprocessing being the admission control algorithm involves preprocessing and the generation
of new graph at every new connection request. The prioritised admission control procedure then performs
bandwidth admission test on special links for executing traffic engineering modeling in handling high and low
bandwidth connections for special and ordinary links respectively. This distinct preprocessed graph is the actual
input to the QoS multicast tree constructed after connection request. Additionally, special link selection
algorithm was proposed and approximation algorithms were developed to incorporate the two design strategies
identified. These are optimal priority with greedy approach and utility-constrained optimal priority gain
strategies. Simulation on OPNET Modeler was carried out to assess the admission control capability of the
latter strategy and the traffic engineering capability of the graph preprocessing approach for WMNs scenarios.
Link utility derivation was explored for the distribution of traffic load, access fairness ratio between low and
high bandwidth connections; and network throughput for assessing the practical benefit of preprocessed graphs.
The heuristic algorithm employed has low computational complexity. However, the work did not address
mobility management for multicast communication.

(Ruiz, 2006) proposed an efficient solution for the deployment of multicast routing in WMNs and its
seamless connectivity to wired Internet Protocol (IP). The proposed protocol exploited the broadcast advantage
of wireless networks, employed auto-configuration protocol for the interworking to produce efficient routing
within the mesh and handling of group membership. This multicast routing requires no modification on the
networking equipment, provides correct topological IP and a tree construction scheme for reducing data
overhead. Furthermore, prefix continuity was employed to reduce network overhead since all routers on a
particular gateway are configured with the same prefix. The work invoked the epidemic algorithm and build
Steiner tree for the roots of the sub-trees using centralized heuristic method. The proposed schemes were
evaluated based on simulations and empirical measurements from testbed for parameters like average size of
multicast trees which follow the power law. The other parameters are: the average depth of multicast tree,
delivery latency and energy dissipation, and average noise caused by multicast trees and forwarding states
concentration. With prefix continuity, packet delivery ratio approaches 0.98. However, such receivers must be
located very close to its gateway. And the proposal inherits the negative impact of Shortest Path Trees (SPT)
based on prefix continuity. 

(Yuan, 2008) proposed optimized framework for multihop multicasting based on cross layering
implementation with a view to maximising throughput by considering the data routing problem at layer three
and the power control challenge at the physical layer. Network coding scheme was implemented at the network
layer and game theory was employed for the interference management.  This is a case of optimization in cross
layering to balance the demand of bandwidth at layer 3 and supply at layer one for link capacity. The network
coding is quite different from the replicate-and-forward at relay nodes conventional methods. In this case, every
node is assumed with the potential to serve as encoding and decoding points, this assumption is necessary to
increase the throughput of the transmission and reduce the computational complexities so as to attain an
optimal solution. In multicast routing with network coding, the optimal multicast routing problem was
formulated as a polynomial time computable problem as opposed to linear programming formulation in the
conventional tree packing approach. And the routing region can be easily characterized in network coding
scheme. It is important to note that a complete data transmission approach should include flow routing
computation and its corresponding code assignment scheme for the determination of each flow’s content across
the network; however, this work did not address the development of code assignment scheme. The authors
carried out simulation and also evaluated the proposed algorithms based on throughput maximization and
convergence process, although only the converged link exhibited consistencies.
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(Pourfakhar, 2010) addressed the problems of load balancing and enhancement of QoS provisioning in
multicast communication among Internet hosts and mesh hosts dynamically. The authors proposed Hybrid QoS
Multicast Routing Framework-based Protocol for Wireless Mesh Network (HMFPM). In this framework, each
mesh router is enabled to select the best and the next best AP based on the load as main and reserve APs
respectively. This was done in order to obtain connections with high packet delivery reliability. Additionally
an optimized hybrid multicast protocol base on the framework was also presented. Furthermore, CMAC neural
network model was used for route prediction probability, congestion control and losses, specifically in the
gateways. The work considered cases when the multicast sender is a mesh client or an Internet host and cases
when multicast sender is inside the mesh and the multicast receiver is in the Internet. However, the work did
not differentiate between a multicast sender and receivers, whereas the challenges facing multicast senders are
quite different from that of multicast receivers. Although it was claimed that mobility is not high in WMNs,
however if multicast algorithm leave mobility management unaccounted for, the application deployed over
multicast (especially, multimedia) may not be able to guarantee seamless service when the nodes involved
changes the anchor or main access points within the WMNs. The protocol thus designed may suffer
performance challenges regarding delay, jitter, packet loss and throughput.

Fig. 3A: Average end-to-end delay versus Traffic load for HMFPM, ODMRP and MNT.

Fig. 3B: Average end-to-end delay versus Traffic load for HMFPM, ODMRP and MNT. Reprinted from
Journal of Computer Communications, vol 33(17), Pourfakhar, E. and Rahmani, A. M., A hybrid
QoS multicast framework-based protocol for wireless mesh networks, page 7 and 11, Copyright
(2010), with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 3A and 3B are representations of results obtained in (Pourfakhar, 2010) to show the effect of the
performance of the proposed protocol against two other protocols for varying traffic loads in the network size
of 100 and 300 nodes respectively for single sender. The lowest delay was obtained for HMFPM (even for
higher number of nodes) because it employs shorter path length for packet transmission and  avoids congestion
through its congestion prediction scheme.

D. Mobility Management in  IP and WMNs:
The provision of mobility in IP networks is handled in two ways: Host-based and Network-based mobility

managements. The IETF Mobile IP Working Group (WG) made the first attempt to provide mobility support
for nodes that are away from their home network. The mobility support permits the node to be reachable while
it moves either in homogeneous or heterogeneous networks (Johnson, 2004). In Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), the
home address is maintained thus the mobility envisioned is transparent to higher layer protocols and
applications; and route optimisation is supported. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 - HMIPv6 (Soliman, 2008) is one
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of the extensions of MIPv6 just like Fast Mobile IPv6 -  FMIPv6 and Proxy Mobile IPv6 –PMIPv6; HMIPv6
is a proposal for hierarchical mobility management that solves the processing overhead on Home Agent (HA)
by the introduction of mobility anchor. The Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) serves as the HA for mobile nodes
away from home. The excessive signaling overhead in MIPv6 is thus reduced and the hierarchical mobility
management improves the scalability. 

MIPv6 also has specification for multicasting, and this was achieved through Remote Subscription (RS)
and Bi-directional Tunneling (BT) schemes. However, certain trade-offs are required in employing either of
the two schemes. Optimal routing and scalability are achievable with RS, but, multicast tree reconstruction is
an added burden to the join latency. Additionally multicast enabled router is assumed in the visited network.
While BT requires no native multicast capability from the visited network, the HA employed for tunneling of
multicast packets from home network incurs extra processing overhead. Furthermore, the fact that packets
destined for the mobile nodes residing in a foreign network must first traversed HA accounts for problem of
triangular routing, hence its scalability is limited and handover latency is an issue.

An extensive discourse on multicast mobility management in IP is obtained in (Schmidt, 2010) with respect
to the problem of mobile multicast senders. Additionally, (Romdhani, 2004) presented detailed survey on
problems and approaches for solution of mobile multicast source and receiver (Schmidt, 2010) looked into
provision of mobility support in the scenario involving Source Specific Multicast (SSM) routing on layer 3.
The problem was tackled by proposing an optimised multicast routing protocol called Enhanced Tree Morphing
(ETM) protocol. This mobile sender approach managed address duality for SSM and seamless handover in an
optimized way. Experiment and simulation were carried out based on real-world topology to evaluate the
proposed protocol. In addition, certain performance parameters were established like packet loss, delay stretch,
protocol convergence time and router state evolution. Figure 4 shows the signaling flow of combined FMIPv6
and ETM (Schmidt, 2010). This combination is one of the approaches to reduce signaling and multicast tree
optimization, especially when the model is executing in the predictive mode. Nevertheless, the source handover
approach in ETM increased the delay of first data packet and WMNs situation was not addressed (Wang, 2006)
proposed Hierarchical Mobile Multicast (HMoM), a tunnel-based hierarchical solution. HMoM is also based
on selection of MAP by distance like HMIPv6, but with incorporation of additional adaptability feature to first
check the time occupancy of the node network in the foreign network, before giving the option of either the
closest or the furthest MAP. However, it is tunnel-based, not scalable and the history-based adaptability is
challenging. (Schmidt , 2004) proposed M-HMIPv6, a seamless multicast handoff in Hierarchical Mobile IPv6.
Multicast traffic between mobile node and its current MAP are sent via tunneling across the access network.
It employs reactive bind updating and it is an extension of BT. Reactive bind updating may take longer time
before multicast session is resumed in the visited network, thus, packets loss is imminent.  

Fig. 4: Signaling flow of joint FMIPv6 and ETM.With kind permission from Springer Science and Business
Media: Telecommunication Systems, Fast Adaptive Routing Supporting Mobile Senders in Source
Specific Multicast, vol. 43(1), Copyright (2010), page 12, Schmidt, T. C., Wählisch, M. and
Wodarz, M., figure 10.

(Huang, 2008) proposed Wireless Mesh Mobility management (WMM) scheme to address location
management based on location caches. The mobile nodes’ location information cached is distributed during
routing operation. In WMM, mobile nodes still retain the IP addresses, but used instead proxy table to maintain
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location and routing table for maintaining routing paths. The handover in this case, involves registration at the
visited network and proxy table updating using location information obtained from the packet header. If the
information was not properly cached, query procedure will be initiated. The routing procedure involved location
information synchronization and packet routing. However, the synchronization procedure for sender and receiver
differs. Though in either case, the prefix of the mobile node’s IP address is first checked to confirm its
location (either in the mesh or in the Internet) upon the receipt of IP packet. This is because this algorithm
does not require WMNs to keep the location information of packets sent from the Internet. The option field
in the IP header is then checked if it is sent from within the WMNs. 

In the case of receiver, the result of the check may be NULL or otherwise; if NULL, the AP in question
is the mobile nodes AP, thus the proxy table already has its information but if otherwise, that AP will create
entry for it in its proxy table. For the sender’s case, the next step is to perform the synchronization procedure
on the information stored in IP header and the proxy table for necessary updating. Once the sender’s
information has been updated, then packet routing procedure commences, the IRS value in the IP header is
used to route the packet. Prefix is checked as usual and different procedures are deployed for cases when
mobile node is in WMNs, and IRS is NULL or otherwise. Query overhead was modeled analytically and the
performance issues were assessed via simulation experiments based on signaling and routing cost of WMM.
However, the query procedure implemented flooding which increases the signaling in the network.

(Zhang, 2009) proposed a novel mobility management scheme to handle intra-domain cases in IEEE 802.11
WMNs with a view to developing scalable and seamless handover for real-time applications. It consists of
hybrid routing algorithm of link and network layers such that packet forwarding within backbone routers were
handled by layer 2 while layer 3 managed communication between access routers and mesh clients. This
partitioning was done in order to decrease encapsulation and decapsulation delay of IP packets at the link layer.
In addition, location update timing was minimised and the time to create new routing path after handover was
also reduced. The Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP), the default routing protocol supported the layer
2 routing table creation, thus proactive or reactive routing philosophy could be utilised. The hybrid routing
handled communication among mesh clients by sending the packets to the destination’s AR (given that the
MAC address is known), or else, ARP messages are used to obtain it. And from the AR, the packet is sent
to the final destination address. Furthermore, packets are sent directly in the case of mesh clients (senders) and
Internet. If the mesh client is the receiver, then the gateway knows the MAC address of its AR, thus can
forward the packet to the routing table (layer 2), else, the gateway initiates another message (ARP) to obtain
it. Apart from the development of the routing procedure, the authors also examined the mobility management
aspect, meanwhile the IP address remains the same throughout the movement. Moreover, in this scheme, there
exist no need for maintaining updates in both the location database and routing table. The handoff decision
was based on link quality of the AR, sending and acknowledging of re-association and dissociation request
messages, updating the IP address-MAC address pair and using the new address pair for packets transmission
after the handover. During intra-domain handover, ARP messages are exchanged between the mesh client and
the CN using the new AR’s MAC address. And CN in turn updates the client’s IP address with the new
address for future communication (direct) with the client. Thus rerouting became unnecessary and NS2 was
used to simulate the proposed algorithms for different mobility models. The evaluation was done for parameters
like average packet loss ratio and handoff overhead versus latency. However, most of the bandwidth was
consumed by the link control traffic which could not be controlled by this scheme. 

(Tsai, 2010) addressed multicast service for mobile users in the IEEE 802.16 network. The work proposed
Hierarchical Multicast Protocol (HMP), which was managed within and outside middle-domain. The middle-
domain mobility was handled by Super Home Agent (SHA) based on Reduction Process (RP). HMP is a
hybrid of tunnel-based and tree-based routing to achieve significant reduction in registration cost, handoff
latency and routing cost. The signaling flow of the proposed HMP is as shown in Figure 5 (Tsai, 2010). In
this proposed scheme, the multicast registration procedure was based on unicasting as obtained in MIPv6.
Additionally an improved performance was achieved through hierarchical structures of placement of SHA and
Super Foreign Agent (SFA). Nevertheless, HMP addressed multicast and mobility in mesh networks, but the
mobile multicast solution on WMNs did not address gateway placement and selection problems. 

Discussions:
The issue of gateway placement or its selection is a major design consideration in WMNs application

design. In the context of mobile multicast deployment, the focus on IGWs should tackle the placement and
selection algorithm development to achieve optimal deployment, the IGWs and mesh router ratio, IGWs
discovery, hop count in routing, variance of traffic load, architectural support for multicast functionality,
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handover latency, packet loss ratio, the view of mobility functionality, the overall cost and throughput.  Equally
important is channel allocation, and scheduling algorithms in the multi-radio multi-channel WMNs for
interference handling. Optimal routing, load balancing, code assignment and admission control forms the body
of essential considerations in the QoS multicast routing aspect in WMNs. The effects of these are noticeable
on the average size and depth of the multicast tree.

Fig. 5: Signaling flow of HMP. Reprinted from Journal of Computer Communications, vol 3(3), Tsai, C. and
Yang, C., Design of the multicast service for mobile users in the 802.16 network environment., page
15, Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.

Furthermore, cross layer design consideration may improve mobile multicast solutions in WMNs, however,
extra caution needs to be exercised in sharing of information among layers and the bandwidth requirements
for such scheme may necessitate adequate provision for trade-offs. In the core mobility management
functionality, (Mirchandani, 2009) referred to location and handoff management plus route optimization, thus
scalability, robustness and load balancing are significant features expected of such solutions. The maximum
achievable handoff latency and packet loss probability for voice and video communication should be handled
within the precinct of the applications envisioned. Optimised algorithms required should address algorithm
convergence time, fairness and its time complexity.

However, numerous works only handled these key functionalities as isolated problems. And the existing
mobility supports in WMNs are yet to consider the integration of multicast support. Therefore, research
opportunities exist in these areas to address the highlighted challenges in mobile multicasting over WMNs. 

Conclusion and Research Directions:
The broadband capability and cost effectiveness predisposes WMNs for deployment in planned and

unplanned environment. Additionally, the exponential growth of users of portable IP-enabled devices and
numerous group applications delivery over Internet accounted for the drive to incorporate multicasting and
mobility on WMNs architecture for seamless multicast mobility management. The reviews presented in this
paper indicates that there are research opportunities in multicasting and mobility supports over WMNs.
Successful integration will require research attention in apposite network architecture, systematic IGWs
placement and selection; channel selection, routing, handover and location management.
Therefore an effective multicasting and mobility supports in WMNs are required to tackle pre- and post-
deployment issues identified above. It is expected that this exploration will serve as quick reference to future
researchers, and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first of such reviews that are reported on
incorporating multicasting with mobility support deployable via Wireless Mesh Networks. 
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